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What is Autism?
Autism is:

• Neurological. An autistic brain is wired differently�

• Widespread. Autism affects about 1 in 59 children in the 

United States�

• A Spectrum. It’s called “Autism Spectrum Disorder” because 

there’s a wide spectrum of what autism means� For exam-

ple, one person with autism might be nonverbal and another 

might be hyper-verbal� People with autism can sometimes 

have issues socializing, and can be hypersensitive to sounds, 

changes in routine, and sometimes touch�

Autism is not:
• Uniform. Autism is different for each person, and no two cases 

of autism are identical�
 

“If you’ve met one child with autism,  

you’ve met one child with autism.”
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How Can I Support Parents  
and Caretakers?

Here are some ways you can help support parents and caretakers 

of autistic children:

1� Let them know that you would like to help� Don’t wait to be 

asked! Offer specific ways you can help by saying things like:

• “Is there anything I can do to help out today?”

• “I don’t know what you’re going through, but I’m always 

here to listen.”

• “Would you like me to come to an appointment with 

you for support?”

• “May I babysit so you and your spouse can spend some 

time alone?”

2� Don’t stop offering to help� If you’re turned down one day, 

try again another day�

3� Treat the child’s parents as you would any other parents� 

Include them in activities� Compliment their child as you 

would any typically developing child�

4� Be a good listener!
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Tips for Understanding 
Kids with Autism

Each child on the autism spectrum is unique and has individual preferences, chal-

lenges, and ways of communicating� What can you do to support and encourage 

a child with autism?

Pay attention
1� Try to understand their world� Find out what they like, and try to engage 

them with that activity�

2� Kids with autism often express their thoughts and feelings in unique ways� 

Pay attention to and value these individual expressions of emotion�

Be patient
3� A child with autism may need extra support to learn a new skill or to par-

ticipate in a new activity� Planning ahead and preparing the child before-

hand can help ease the stress of a new situation�

• For example, if you visit a new place, take the time to tell the child 

about that place before you arrive. Validate his or her feelings when 

you get there. You might say, “This place is different, but I’m right 

here with you.”

4� Keep trying! New skills and experiences may take many tries� If you see 

the child getting frustrated, stop and try again another time�

Connect!
5� Discuss different approaches with friends and family members to keep 

routines consistent�

6� Connect with support networks and other professionals from whom you 

can learn about autism�
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How Can I Teach Kids about Autism?

Everyone is different� Autism is part of the range of human behavior, but kids 

who have never met someone with autism may need someone to explain� You 

can help them understand using the explanations below�

Start Simply
• Kids with autism do things a little differently�

Brain Power
• Your brain is the boss of your body and makes you you� Your brain has 

the important job of making sense of the world around you� It helps you 

understand everything you see, hear, smell, touch, and taste� The brain 

of a person with autism works differently and can make it a challenge to 

talk, listen, understand, play, and learn the same way you do� 

Everyone is Unique
• Just as you’re different from everyone else and do things in your own 

way, each person with autism is also unique� However, below are a few 

things many kids with autism may do�

When You: You might: A kid with autism might:

Want to express what 
you want or need

Say what you want or need
Point to an object, repeat 

what someone says to them, 
or use sounds or pictures

Want to show you’re 
excited or happy 

Cheer, jump up and 
down, or talk in an 

excited tone of voice

Flap hands, rock, or 
repeat noises

Want to have a conversation
Make eye contact, and 

respond right away

Not look at the other 
person right away, or take 

longer to respond
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What’s the Same?
Though we are all different, there are also many ways that we’re the same! 

All kids:

• Want to have fun with friends, be treated with kindness, and 

be loved and taken care of�

• Have favorite activities—maybe playing a certain game or with 

a certain toy, watching a certain TV show, or going to visit a 

certain place�

• Feel big emotions—like being mad, sad, confused, frustrated, 

and embarrassed� 

How to Connect
To connect to someone with autism, (or with anyone at all!) you can:

• Play and share

• Be patient

• Pay attention

• Keep trying
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Autism Q&A
Kids are likely to have questions about autism� Here are some likely questions 

and some suggested responses� We’ll use “Julia” as a placeholder name� You can 

insert a different name to answer specific questions�

Q: Why does Julia flap her arms/rock/repeat noises?

A: Julia has different ways of showing she’s excited or calming down� 

When she flaps her arms/rocks/repeats noises, that’s her way of show-

ing how she feels� You might cheer or jump up and down when you’re 

excited because your brain tells you that’s the best way to show your 

feelings� Just like Elmo’s brain tells him to jump up and down, Julia’s 

brain tells her to flap her arms/rock/repeat noises�

Q: Why doesn’t Julia answer my questions right away?

A: Julia might not be ready to answer you right away� That doesn’t 

mean that she doesn’t want to talk to you or doesn’t understand you� Try 

counting to 5 slowly in your head to give her the time she needs�

Q: How is Julia different from me?

A: There are ways that Julia is different from you, but there are also a 

lot of ways she’s the same� Just like you, she wants to have friends, have 

fun, be loved, be taken care of, and be treated with kindness� If you’re 

patient with Julia, you can discover the things you have in common and 

make an amazing new friend!
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Playdates
Playdates can be stressful for kids with or without autism� Here are some tips for 

planning an enjoyable and manageable outing�

Plan smart
• If possible, plan the playdate at a place that is comfortable 

for all kids involved—perhaps a familiar park or playground or 

someone’s house�

• If you’re going someplace new, research the venue in advance� 

Many places have special passes and accommodations for 

children with autism or other special needs� Are there quiet 

places in which a child can decompress and recharge?

• Decide in advance if parents of all kids will be present and 

involved in the playdate�
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Communicate
• Tell everyone where you’ll be going, what you’ll be doing, and 

when you’ll be doing it� If possible, let them provide input or 

suggestions�

• Perhaps show the kids pictures of where you will be and what, 

specifically, you’ll be doing� Some kids might like a visual 

schedule with simple pictures that represent the playdate—

for example, a backpack, car, park, diner, car, and home again�

Be Prepared
• Bring the kids’ favorite toys or blankets to soothe and com-

fort them, if needed�

• If appropriate, bring food and drink to keep everyone hydrated 

and fed�

• If problems arise, consider leaving early to end on a relatively 

positive note� Remind the kids you can plan another play-

date soon�

• Talk with your child about the playdate before and after it 

happens� During the playdate, check in with your child to 

see how they’re doing� Notice if they seem uncomfortable or 

uncertain and, if needed, take a moment to step away and talk 

through any problems or questions� Remind them to be kind, 

be patient, and have fun! Then schedule another playdate�
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We are All
Amazing!

You can find more resources on autism here:  

http://autism.sesamestreet.org


